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The Law on Reductic94 in Force:

LLI An averview an Update
Perry A. Zirke.:

A 1980 monograph provides a detailed analysis of legislation anti
litigation relating to reduction in force (RIF).( Thi* chapter will provide
an overview of the prior material covered in the monograph 'And a fOCus
on cases decided since 1980.

A glance at the literature reveals that the widespreld pct 41crri of and
local response to RIF have remained _matters of substani. concern.2
The incidence of reported court cases further reflects the expanding in-
terest in this area A reading of these court decisions also reveals that
state statutes continue to be the primary source of the law concerning
RIF. Thus they are an appropriate starting point for this chapter. Other
sources of law, such as constitutional protections and collective
bargaining agreements, will be included in the summary of the relevant
case law.

The primary focus of the chapter will be on the loss of positions by
public school teachers for nonpersonal reasons (in contrast to such per-
sonal reasons as incompetency, immorality, or insubordination).3
Related actions, such as the demotion of administrators based on
budgetary cutbacks, will be included only as they relate to the primary
focus.

Overview of RIF Statutes
Although seldom labeled expressly as "reduction-in-force" re-

quirements, such provisions are often found in tenure laws or other
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teacher employment statutes. The scope and specificity of these provi-
sions vary considerably. A primary distinction exists between those
statutes that permanently say "adios' through terms _like dismistal,
nonrenewal, or termination, and those that, more hopefully, say "pasta
la vista" through terms like suspension, layoff, leave, or furlough.
Statutes in the dismissal-type category include those of Alarrarna, Col-
orado, Connecticut, Delaware, Kansas, Maine, Masu.v.thusetts,
Nevada, and Virginia. Loss numerous are statutes in the Te.orneftsiim-
type category, such as those in Kentucky, Minnesota, Peraks)
and Rhode Island, which typically have provisions for recall to ',maw
tion.

Table 1 (pages 17175) Shows the variations in the RIF statutory
pattern across the 50 states. For a more complete interpretation, readers
are urged to4examine the specific wording of their respective state
statutes in consultation with an appropriate attorney.

A large majority of states (42) have some form of statutory RIF pro-
visions, and some of these statutory reasons for RIF overlap. The rnost
common statutory reason for RIF is decline in enrollment (22). Other
reasons are fiscal or budgetary constraints (7); reorganization or con-
solidation of school districts (10); change in the number of teaching posi-
tions (8); curtailment or alteration of program or services (6); discretion
of the school board (9)1 and the catchall category of "good or just" cause
(16)

The order of release is statutorily specified in 18 states. Six states
specify that nontenured employees must be released before their tenured
colleagues within their area(s) of qualification. Ten states have statutes
that require that RIF be accomplished within the same area(s) of
qualification in inverse order of seniority. No state statutorily specifies
merit as the sole; overriding criterion for determining who will be re-
leased; therefore; most statutes leave the matter of merit up to local
policy or bargained agreement and to the common law of the courts.
The six states in the "other" column have legislated special provisions for
order of release. For example, California's statute formerly called for a
lottery method in situations where two persons had the same seniority,
but this method was replaced recently with an amendment that
stipulates the determination be based on "the needs of the district and
students." Rhode Island's statute provides a limited exception to seniori-
ty for teachers needed in technical subjects. Florida's statute lists sever-Al
merit-type criteria such as efficiency and capacity to meet the educa-
tional needs of the community as among the criteria to be used, but
otherwise leaves the order of release to local school board discretion.
Louisiana's statute specifically states that seniority is not relevant.
Oregon's legislation does not specify an order for release but has a
seniority-plus-merit formula for the transfer of employees in RIF situa-



tititii. Missouri provides for merit as the criterion for retention among
tenured withers..

Siiteen of the "'luta la vista" statutes establish the order for recalling
suspended teachers; should vacancies arise for which they are qualified.
Eight states have mandated that suspended teachers be given first con-
sideration for subsequent vacancies in their area(s) of qualification.
However; 11 states are more strict; specifying inverse seniority as the
determining factor for recall to such vacancies. Michigan and Min-
nesota provide that suspended teachers be reinstated for the first vacancy
for which they are qualified; Missouri accords tenured teachers who
were laid off priority for recall over nontenured teachers.

These various legislative patterns take on specific meaning_ in terms
of what they do and do not state when subject to litigation. Below are
summarized court decisions; with an emphasis on cases decided since
1980, in the areas of reasons for RIF; order of release, and order of
recall; plus one other major area due process procedures. Within each
of these four areas; other nonstatutory contexts, such as relevant con-
stitutional provisions and local collective bargaining agreements, will
also be discussed.

Statutory Reasons for RIF

Enio&tent Decline. In a Pennsylvania case that tested that state's re-
quirement of a "substantial enrollment decline" as a reason for RIF, an
intermediate appellate court ruled that a five-year reduction in school
district population from 3,443 to 3;064 (10%) was sufficient to meet the
statutory standard; Although not cited by this court, previously re-
corded decisions on this issue provided a range of enrollment declines,
which the facts of this case fit.5 Thus the judicial deference typical to this
area was consistent; although not extended, with this decision.

California's RIF statute is complex. A decline in average daily atten-
dance is one of two permissible reasons under the statute. The second
redurion or discontinuance of particular kinds Of services is dis-
cussed in a subsequent section.6 Previous cases have held that positively
assured attrition must be considered when -circulating the number of
certified employees who can be laid off due to a decline in average daily
attendance.? Ina recent California case_ the intermediate appellate court
held that certified employees laid off because Of the second statutory

'reason does not affect the numlier of Such employees who can be laid off
based on the attendance-decline reasons

Flied of Bisiketa7 Bcais. Although there have not been any new deci-
sions this area; two relatively recent cases decided prior to 1980 il-
lustrate two important lessons. In a Pennsylvania case; the intermediate
appellate court reversed the trial court decision that had sustained the
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Table I. OVERVIEW OF STATE STATUTORY PROVISIONS FOR RIF

Proper Reasons

_ _ &organ% Gies. of cute ee.. _itotrd
Eieristin Cein Flied wise Position CU* Di elution Mier

Order
Release

Non Tenured inverse

Order of
Restoration

Regrew home
First Siniorke Other List Seniority Other

Alabama X
Alnka X
Ati Mini X X X
Arkansas X
California X X X X X X
Colorado X X X
Diiinecticut X
Delaware X X
Florida X X X
Georgia X X
Hawaii X X X X X
Idaho
illinTia

X
X X X

IMIiiiia X
Iowa X
Knows_
Kentucky X X X X
Louisiana X X
Maine X
IsTryl
14assadmsetts X X
Michigan X X
vlinTiesota X X X X X X X' X



Mississippi
Missouri X X X
Montana
Nebri*ka
Nevada X
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New Mexico
New York X
North Carolina X
North Dakota
Ohio X X
Oklahoma
Oregon X X X
Pennsylvania X
Rliide bland
South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas

X
x

X
x

X

Utah X X
Vermont
Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin X Xt

X
xt

Wyoming X
District of Columbia (X) (X) (X) (X) (X) (X)

TOTALS 22 10 6 16 6 10 6 8 11

Only in non-first-class city districts
t0nly in Milwaukee



suspension of a business education teacher based on the school board's
purported managerial right to release employees for reasons of
economy. Pointing out that the governing statute specified three reasons
for RIF, which do not include fiscal grounds; the court reinstated the
teacher with back pay; commenting:

We can folly appreciate the unwillingness of the hearing court to reach a
result in this case where a teacher whose . . . services are no longer
needed; and who will have no scholars to teach must be paid his salary in-
definitely. However; according to the decided cases, the legislature has so
commanded,

The judgment was affirmed by an equally divided Pennsylvania
Supreme Court. to The lesson from this case is that if the state statute ex-
pressly enumerates proper reasons, they should be strictly icillirwed.

Where fiscal grounds are specified in the statute and followed; the
question becomes a matter of proof, i.e., whether the actual cir-
curtittantes meet the statutory standard for fiscal justification. For exam-
ple, Missouri statutes specify "insufficient funds" as a reason for RIF; In
interpreting this language, a Missouri appellate court held that a local
board had satisfied this standard when it placed 10 nontenured teachers
on leave betanie of an "erosion of expected sources of revenue."11 Thus;
AA in the College and -university sector where RIF is commonly termed
"fiscal exigency," courts tend to give local authorities the benefit of the
doubt."

Reorganization or Consolidation of School Districts; When a new district is
created by the consolidation of former school districts; the question
arises as to whether tenured teachers carry their permanent status into
the new district. Even where statutes attempt to provide the answer,
courts have split in interpreting cases where ambiguity exists. For exam-
ple, the New Mexico Supreme Court interpreted an earlier version of its
present statute in such a way that the consolidated district was Oh-
sidered a continuation of the constituent districts, thus requiring the
preservation of tenure rights.s3 In contrast, the Maine Supreme Court
held that where a new regional school district was created by atiecial
legislation rather than the general laws of the state, teachers in the con7
sutuent area schools had no tenure rights with respect to the new school
district: "+

Where reorganization rather than consolidation is the reason for
RIF; teachers may seek refuge in a strict interpretation of the statute.
Such an approach was successful in a recent case, where in equally
divided Pennsylvania Supreme Court upheld the reinstatement of two
full -time and two_part-time teachers suspended in a discretionary district
reorganization. The reorganization was found -not to qualify as a cur-
titular alteration or required reorganization as specified in Penn-
sylvania's statute.ss
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Rduicrtort in the Monks of Teaching Positions. Elimination of position as
a rationale for RIF inevitably leaves ambiguity in statutes that specify it
as a basis. Inasmuch as elimination of a position could result from a
variety of reasons, the scope of board discretion becomes the critical
question. For example, in a recent case in Maine a lcical school hoard
voted to limit its budget for the academic year to a two-mill increase,
which resulted in the elimination of two teaching positions. In rejecting
the suit of a tenured teacher whose position had been eliminated, the
state's highest court ruled that:

In reserving to the school board the right to terminate a contract when
changes in local conditions warrant the elimination of the teaching posi-
tion for which the contract was made, [Maine's statute] imposes on the
hoard only an implied duty to exercise that reserved power in triced faith
for the bat interests of education in the dirrict.16

The Connecticut Supreme Court similarly sustained a local board's
discretion in demoting a reading supervisor and refusing to hear her
arguments as to the educational value of her position.17 The result in
other jurisdictions may differ ffom this posture; depending on such fac-
tors as the specific legislative language and history and the particular fac-
tual circumstances.

Other cases based on the elimination of position often involve ad-
ministrators and specialists who allege that their positions have been
merely disguised rather than dissolved; Although results again vary
across statutory jurisdictions; in general; courts tend to accept the
board's purported abolition of a position where the duties were largely
redistributed to existing personnel; but they have looked with disfavor
when the duties are allocated in the form of one or more functionally
equivalent new administrative positions; 18 Similarly; courts have tended
to look with disfavor on the elimination of teachers' positions when new
teachers are hired for suspiciously similar positions; 19

Cunirular Changa; California continues to take the lead in this specific
area of litigation; Its statute provides as reason for RIF the "reduction or
discontinuance of particular kinds of services." In one recent case a
California appeals court refused to interpret this phrase as permitting a
school district to terminate a group of school nurses by transferring some
of their particular services (e.g., health instruction) to other employees. 2°
The court indicated that RIF could be justified by a difference in the
method of providing such services or in the services themselves, but that
merely a change in the persons providing these services was not suffi-
cient to constitute such a difference. In a more recent case the appellate
court did interpret the provision more broadly, allowing for its ap-
plicability to a curricular offering that could-not be eliminated but could
bt reduced to a minimum level according to state requirements. 21

Pennsylvania is another of the relatively few states providing a cur-
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riettlum curtailment reason for RIF. In a lotig4itigiWd case two
teachers filed a grievance challenging their suspension under a collective
bargaining agreement that incorporated the RIF legitlittion. The school
district contended that the matter was not arbitrable; but the Penn-
sylvania Supreme Court ultimately ordered the diatild to submit the
issue to arbitration.22 After the arbitrator upheld the suspension, the
local teachers association challenged his decision beeitise the suspen-
sions were not prompted by a substantial deekense in enrollment. The
state's intermediate appellate court upheld the arbitrator, based on his
finding that the suspensions were in conforthity with the specific re-
quirements of the curriculum curtailment provision of the RIF statute.23

°thee Good or fuse Cause. Although board discretion as a reason for
RIF has not been reported in recent court decisions, the other catchall
prOVition in many state statutes; 'other good or just cause," has been the
basis for continuing litigation; Courts have tended to interpret sucl .. iim-
btellgi phrases broadly. For example; the Massachusetts Court of An=
*ids held that a school committee possessed the power under the
statutes '`good cause" provision to abolish a physical education teacher's
position on fiscal grounds:" Similarly; Iowa's courts have interpeted the
Statutory term "just cause" to encompass not only personal faidti as
grounds for dismissal but also RIF reasons, such as budgetary needs.25

Nonstatutory Reasons for RIF

Colketive Agreements. Local collective bargaining agreementt
sometimes specify reasons for RIF.26 For example, a collective bargain=
ing_agreement for a school district in Michigan permitted a reduction in
Staff in the event of a reduction in financial resources. However, accord-
ing to the state intermediate court of appeals, the phrase 'reduction in
financial resources' in this context did not apply to a reduction in the
projected surplus of the district but rather applied When there was a
shortfall in revenue." In another case the collective agreement required
the local board to negotiate procedures in the event of RIF, but it did not
specify the justifying reasons. LoOking to the statutory backdrop, the
court concluded that RIF provisions in the contract referred to the
decrease in teachers due to circnnstances such as declining enrollments,
not voluntary retirements or resignations. Inasmuch as the latter cir-
cumstances were at issue in this case, negotiations were not required.28

Bad Faith/Pseteet. Whether the permissible batet of RIF stem from
statutes, collective bargaining agreements, or other sources, courts have
made dear that "we could not countenance a subterfuge by which an
unscrupulous school board would use a fictitious neceisny for ditcharg-
ing a teacher."22 Proving pretext is not an easy matter. Courts tend not
to probe aggressively for underlying impermissible motives if there
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seems to be sufficient evidence supporting the stated permissible
reasons. For instance, in response to the plaintiff-teacher's claim that the
real reason for his nonrenewal was the personal antagonism of the board
members toward him rather than declining enrollment and diminishing
funds, the Supreme Court of North Dakota stated:

[Our precedent' requires only that the reasons for nonrenewal be sufficient
to justify the contemplated action. That there may be other additional
reasons for nonrenewal is immaterial.30

Similarly; an Iowa appellate court found preponderant evidence of
justifiable moons, reversing the trial court's finding of subterfuge." Fur-
ther; a federal district judge overturned a jury verdict in favor of a
kindergarten teacher who claimed that the would not have been released
except for the fact that she had filed a grievance against the superinten-
dent In strong language, the judge accused the jury of "twisted logic"
and the plaintiff of "pointfingl to a phantom constitutional 'pea' under a
hastily shifted shell," and concluded: "Perversions of the_ Constitution;
like violations of the Constitution, Should not be tolerated."" However;
when faced with an RIF case (called "excessing" in New York City) in-
volving a school district business adininistrator, who was also in the mid-
dle of protracted proceedings to terminate him for alleged incompetency
and improper conduct, New York's intermediate appellate court found
that there was no showing of a budgetary need for eliminating his posi-
tion and that the proceeding against him instead stemmed from a per-
sonal dispute with the superintendent. Thus the court awarded him back
pay and reinstatement and reminded the school authorities that
lejxcessing may not be used as a device to resolve disciplinary prob-
lems.'"

Some other courts have also found RIF to be a pretext for a violation
of constitutional rights, statutory protections; or collective bargaining
rights. Thus a federal appeals court upheld the reinstatement of a
teacher found to be released in retaliation for her exercise of First
Amendment rights." A Michigan state appellate court upheld the
reinstatement of a teacher found to be released based on his leadership of
the Icial bargaining unit." Statutory rights also extend to federal an-
tidiscrimination legislation; as exemplified by recent decisions finding
the Tide VII claim: of reassigned female plaintiffs sufficient toat least go
to the jury."

Order of Release

Once a bona fide reason for RIF is established, the next decision is
the proper order of RIF. As stated earlier; some statutes clearly provide
the order of RIF in terms of tenure; seniority, or other criteria. For ex-
ample, 10 states by statute give teachers "bumping" rights over their less
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senior colleagues within the same area of qualification. The interpreta-
tion of these criteria his caused a spate of litigation.

Tenure Status. In cases involving the order of RIP between tenured
and nontenured teachers where the statute is silent or ambiguous, the
overwhelming majority of courts have accorded tenured teachers a
priority." However, the Maine Supreme Court recently ruled that the
state statute, which is silent on this matter, does not implicitly require
that probationary teachers be terminated before tenured teachers."

Where local districts attempt to fill the statutory void by board policy
or collective agreements, exceptions to the overall trend favoring
tenured teachers must be dearly specified and applied. For example, a
school board in South Dakota established a policy giving priority to con-
tinuing contract teachers over those not on continuing contract, with an
exception for staff members needed to maintain an existing program.
When a teacher with 11 years of service was released and a teacher not
on continuing contract was assigned to part of the math program that the
released teacher had instructed, the state supreme court held that the
school board failed to support the exception with sufficient evidence."

tnverse &niori0.40 Where statutes are ambiguous on the order of RIF,
courts have tended to favor a seniority standard within or across the
tenured and nontenured categories." Unlike the trend favoring tenured
over nontenured teachers; courts have not markedly moved to read in-
verse seniority into statutes that are silent on the matter." Further,
courts have refused to carry over the seniority standard of RIF statutes
to cases of demotion and transfer."

A California appellate court departed from a strict seniority standard
in its interpretation of a statutory provision that prohibits termination of
senior employees 'while a.ny probationary employee, or any employee
with less seniority, is retained to render a service which said permanent
employee is certificated and competent to render [emphasis added]." The court
construed this statutory language to authorize not only the bumping of
junior employees by senior employees possessing the same skills, but
also the retention of junior employees and administrators if they pos-
sessed a "special credential or needed sltill."+, In other cases ad-
ministrators were similarly protected from the application of the seniori-
ty standard in California's complex RIF statute, based on a confidential
relationship or special credential." However, a California court recently
rejected a local board's extension of "skipping rights" to junior teachers
who were competent in Spanish but were not employed in a bilingual
program, reasoning that such language needs applied to the statute's tie-
breaking standard rather than to its "certificated and competent"
language.*

Otker Criteria. In 1979 Pennsylvania amended its statute to eliminate
the merit portion of a seniority-plus-merit formula that had bien used as
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the basis for determining the order of teacher layoffs. Under the old for-
mula; seniority was quantkatively combined with merit when there was
a substantial difference in teacher efficiency ratings; but seniority was
used Alone when there was no substantial difference in ratings; A case
that after several years recently reached the Pennsylvania Supreme
Court illustrates some of the difficulties of applying the old statutory
standard. In this case the court held that two teachers were improperly
releasedi because an eight-point difference in unweighted efficiency
ratings was not found to be a substantial basis for suspending one of the
plaintiff-teachers and because the efficiency rating for the other plaintiff-
teacher was neither supported by anecdotal records nor based directly on
classroom observations." Further; a lower appeals court in Penn-
sylvania interpreted the old statutory provision as audiarizing the use of
seniority as the sole criterion where there was no substantial difference
between prior performance evaluations and none was completed for the
current year.*

As stated earlier, some state statutes still retain at least a limited role
for merit. Oregon's statute requires the hoard, prior to RIF, to "make
every effort" to transfer teachers, based on merit and seniority, to other
positions for which they qualify. Under this statute, the state's in-
termediate appellate court held that the board failed to meet its burden
when it "retained a teacher with factual but not legal qualifications while
dismissing a permanent teacher with legal qualifications."" The
plaintiff=teacher had certification in industrial arts but his experience in
this area was limited to teaching woodworking and drafting courses,
which were experiencing declining enrollments. The retained teacher,
who had less seniority than the plaintiff, had college training and
teaching experience in mechanical industrial arts courses, which were
fully enrolled, but he had certification only in social studies. Thus
seniority prevailed where merit was perhaps factual, but not legal.

In an Iowa case both merit and seniority were used in an RIF provi-
sion in a collective bargaining agreement. Under this provision the least
qualified teacher was to be released first, but in the event of relatively
equal qualifications; the teacher with least seniority in the affected area
was to be released. The appellate court upheld the board's discretion in
defining qualifications objectively by according points to years of ex-
perience and training, thus allowing seniority a partial role in the merit
step; as well as the exclusive role in the second step; of the contractual se-
quence.*

Some authorities advocate that in the absence of statutory or contrac-
tual limitations; the school board should adopt an RIF policy that
utilizes other factors than strict seniority to determine who will be re-,
leased.* Illustrative of such an approach is a school board in Nebraska
that adopted a list of several criteria in priority order for determining
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RIF- The board's list incluckcl contribution to the district's extracur-
ricular program and accorded it a hiOer priority than seniority. The
state supreme court upheld the board's discretion to use contribution to
the activity program as in RIF criterion in the absence of statutory or
contractual restrictions."

Scapa of Bumping. Determining who will be released depends on not
only the criteria for retention but also the scope of their application.
Bumping rights are typically limited to the area(s) in which the affected
teacher is qualified. In addition to legal qualification, another issue is
whether and to what extent boards have a duty to realign their staff to
alectuate bumping rights. A final issue is the relationship of RIF
quirements to affirmative action mandates.

Courts have varied considerably in the interpretation they have ac-
corded to the term 'qualified" as it relates to RIF. They are generally
agreed that certification is necessary, but some courts have not regarded
it as sufficient. Thus, as the aforementioned Oregon case illustrates, fac-
tual and legal qualifications are not necessarily synonymous."

Some courts have taken a restrictive view of legal qualification,
limiting it solely to certification. For example, the Iowa Supreme Court
interpreted the phrase "skill, abilitycoctipetence and qualifications' in a
collective bargaining agreement RIF claute as distinguishing *qualifica-
tions" from the preceding terms, "Skill, ability, competence; and thus
limiting it to state certification. Inasmuch at the two released teachers in
this case were certified to teach junior high as well as elementary school,
the board was held to violate the collective bargaining contract by com-
paring them only to teachers in grades IC-6 rather than those in IC-8"
Similarly, the Minnesota Supreme Court interpreted "other positions

. . for which [the teacher] is qualified" in the RIF statute as intending
bumping cross-departmentally where said teacher has more than one
license, thus equating qualification with certification."

The scope of the qualified comparison group becomes more complex
with the introduction of the Concept of "tenure area" in New York's
seniority-bated RIF statute. Some courts have used distinctions such as
vertical (special) versus horizontal (academic) tenure areas to restrict the
scope of bumping," whereas other courts have been more expansive in
interpreting New York's complex statutory scheme."

In other contexts, some courts have gone heyond_certification areas
to require a higher standard for legal qualification. In a Pennsylvania
case the intermediate appellate court upheld the additional consideration
of maintaining a balance between male and female physical education
teachers.* Similarly, courts in Illinois and loWii have upheld the con-
sideration of academic training as an element of legal qualification based
on state education department regulations and collective bargaining
agreement language, respectively."
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A related issue impinging on the scope of bumping rights is whether
and to what extent a school board hai a duty to realign staff to retain
teachers on the basis of seniority as required by statute or bargaining.
agreement. Pennsylvania is a leading jurisdiction for development of
this issue, starting with a 1956 decision by the state supreme court
wherein this duty was established,60 and extending through a recent
amendment to the RIF statute, which requires the school district to
"realign its professional staff so as to insure that more senior employees
are provided with the opportunity to fill positions for which they are cer-
tified and which are being filled by less senior employees."61 Intervening
lower court decisions have generally interpreted the supreme court's
Webb decision restrictively. For example, in upholding the board's re-

jection of various realignment plans submitted by senior teachers who
were slated for RIF, the intermediate appellate court stated: "Welsh, does
not require the board to realign teachers where such realignment is im-
practical, and we may not substitute our judgment for that of the School
Board in this respect."62 In another case the court allowed considerations
of factual qualifications to determine whether realignment was practical.
The court upheld the board's rejection of the two plans proferred by the
plaintiff based on the fact that under both of them the plaintiff would be
bumping another teacher into a position for which the other teacher was
certified but had little or no recent experience." In a case decided after
the enactment of the aforementioned amendment, the court rejected an
unrestricted reading of the new statutory provision, incorporating in-
stead the limitations of the preceding case law. Thus emphasizing the
impracticality of realignment across multiple certifications, the coca
concluded that "its effect on the educational process within the school
district must be considered."66

Oregon's statute explicitly places a similar duty on boards facing
RIF, stating that "[s]chool districts shall make every effort to transfer
teachers of courses scheduled for discontinuance to other positions for
which they are qualified."65 An Oregon appeals court interpreted this
statute as requiring only a reasonable effort, not extending to creating a
vacancy by reshuffling, which the teacher could only fill after upgrading
his qualifications, and also not extending to transferring him to a
clatsified position that did not require teaching.66

Courts in Illinois have also faced the realignment issue, but without
the benefit of statutory language explicitly establishing such a duty. In
the absence of such language, the intermediate courts have found a
limited realignment duty applicable to beards in RIF situations. In two
rocent cases Illinois appellate courts rejected realignment to preserve the
positions of tenured plaintiffs where they were not strictly qualified
under Illinois certification regulations for the reassignments that they
proposed." In a third case another judicial district of the same appellate
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level found failure to carry out realignment to he 'palpably arbitrary and
capricious" since "[t]he simple transposition of one class in Eng Bah for
one class in journalism [for which there was no special certification]
would have hid the effect of enabling each of the then existing faculty
memberi to maintain a full class load without the necessity of dismissing
[any of them]."sa

Courts in other jurisdictions have varied in their resolution of this
issue; although in the absence of applicable statutory or local contract
language, they have not read in a substantial realignment duty. In a
South Dakota case the state's highest court interpreted the school
district's RIF policy to require reassignment of one course to effectuate
the bumping rights of a tenured teacher.69 Conversely, an Iowa ap-
pellate court rejected the plaintiffs proposed shifting of two other
teachers to vacancies caused by resignations; finding the RIF clause in
the collective bargaining agreement did not place "an affirmative duty on
the Board to perform a wholesale arrangement of teaching assignments
every time a vacancy nccurs."70

A third possible limit on the effectuation of traditional RIF criteria,
such as seniority and tenure status, is the principle of affirmative action
in employing minority tel Under a last-hired-first-fired RIF pro-
cedure, minority teachers would often be affected disproportionately due
to earlier discriminatory barriers to their securingpositions. There has
been limited litigation, all of recent vintage; to reach an accommodation
between these principles.

The leading cases have arisen within the context of court-ordered
desegregation plans that incorporate percentage goals for the employ-
ment of minority educators. In a series of decisions by a federal district
court in Michigan, the subordination of statutory and contractual
seniority standards to a cou; t-ordered_, constitutionally mandated
desegregation remedy was made clear.72 The court based its reasoning
on the educational interests of the Students, concluding that the priority
on attaining and retaining a pal of 20% of black teachers (where the
student body was 28.5% black but the layoff had reduced the proportion
of black teachers to 8.9%) in the Kalamazoo school district (where only
2% of the staff was black when the 1973 desegregation remedy was man-
dated) was needed to "provide the students with role models . . [and] to
prove to its Black ithdanta that Blacks are not always the ones who will
bear the brunt of layoirs during times of financial hardship." This role-
model rationale was maintained through two successive rounds of layoffs
in 1980-81 and 1981-82, and through the intervening grievances by the
teacher association and individual nonminority teachers. However, in
1983 the Shah Circuit Court of Appeals vacated and remanded the
district courts dision in the Kalamazoo case. The appeals court ruled
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that a racial remedy may override seniority and tenure rights only where
it is necessary, not merely reasonable."

The rationale and result of the lower court's KnIarinsaa decision were
followed in an intervening opinion by the First Circuit Court of Ap-
peals; affirming an order by District Judge Arthur Garrity, Jr. The opi-
nion was that when RIF became necessary in the Boston schools; the
school committee was required to maintain the current percentage of
black teachers and administrators, many of whom had bieti hired in
response to an affirmative action decree entered in the Boston school
desegregation case." The Boston Yeadiers Union, with the support of
the American Federation of reacher', asked the U.S._Supreme Court to
review the First Circuit Court's decision, but in an Gctober 1982 deci-
sion the Court declined to do so." In a less publicized reverse
discrimination case, a federal district court in New York similarly cited
the Kataninzeo case and upheld the sub-ordination of contractual and
statutory dictates to those of a court-ordered desegregation remedy that
mandated the hiring, retail, and promotion of underrepresented black
teachers and administrators." In light of the reversal of the Sixth Circuit
Court's decision and the abience of a Supreme Court decit'on, this area
of the law is in a state of flux.

A variation of competing interests in RIF actions occurs whca the
collective bargaining agreement incorporates an affirmative action layoff
plan." In such a case a kderil district court in Michigan dismissed the
constitutional and statutory claims of nonminority teachers; ruling that
a prior judicial finding of race discrimination is not a prerequisite where
there is substantial and chronic underrepresentation of minority
teachers."

It is less dear what the resolution of the competing interests would be
in the absence of a court-ordered or contractual affirmative action provi-
sion.K. In Cambridge; Mass., the school district adopted an affirmative
action policy as part of a voluntary desegregation plan. However, the
collective bargaining agreement called for seniority-bated RIF. When
the conflict between the policy and the contract arose in the form of a
suit, the parties negotiated an out-oPcourt settlement whereby the
affirmative action goals and procedures were supported.81

Guidance about these competing interests, particularly in the cir-
cumstances of a conflict between court-ordered affirmative action and
statutorily established seniority systems, was expected from the Supreme
Court as a result of its decision to hear the case of Boston FisOghtess Union
v. Boston NAACP S2 in which the lower courts prohibited the police and
fire departments from reducing the percentage of blacks and Hispanics
below the level obtaining at the commencement of RIF despite a
seniority-based state civil service statute; but the Court subsequently
found the case to be moot.
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oral Mk Pro-cal
In addition to the questioni of"why' and 'who" in RIF policies, thereis the issue of "how.* Most states statutorily provide some form of pro-

cedural due process for educational personnel who are to be dismissed;
namely, proper notice and the right to a hearing. Theie provisions
typically are found in tenure statutes or administrative procedure acts
rather than in statutory RIF policies. Thus the issues involved are
whether the statutory due process provisions are applicable to RIF and,
if not, whether the due process clause of the Constitution provides pro-
tection in such circumstances.

As discusied in chapter 4, the Supreme Court has established a two-
part test relative to constitutional protections: 1) whether constitutional
due process applies depends on whether the plaintiff shows either an ob-
jective 'property' right in continued employment or a sufficient liberty*
interest in terms of his or her reputation, and 2) how much such process
is due depends in part on the nature of the individual's interest at stake.

nefally, the tenure and administrative procedure acts as well as the
constitutional due process clause are not interpreted expansively in favor
of RIF plaintiffs because 1) RIF statutei assume discontinuity rather
than continuity in employment; 2) RIF is considered to be impersonal,
that is, primarily attributable to the School district's condition rather
than the merits of The individual teacher; and 3) under some statutes
RIF implicates a lesser indiVidual interest, i.e., suspension rather than
diimissal. The bulk of the case law in this area is covered elsewhere;n
only the issues raised in recent cases are summarized below.

Two recent decisions serve as examples of the threshold statutoryand
constitutional issues. In a Massachusetts case the state supreme court
read the RIF legislation as an exception to the procedural requirements
of the tenure statute. Thui the plaintiff, a tenured physical education
teacher, was held to be entitled neither to the procedural guarantees of
the tenure act nor absent a statutory or contractual right to expect
continued employment =- to those of the U.S. Constitution.m In an
Ohio case the federal district court dismissed the constitutional claims of
two high school principals who had been demoted due to declining
enrollments, finding that the RIF statute negated any property right to
continued employment.its The court relied on an earlier decision by the
Ohio Supreme Court, which held that the due process procedures of the
tenure act were not applicable to suspensionsunder the RIF statutes and
that the suspension procedure did not deprive the suspended teacher of a
protected property interest.86 Other,recent decisioni tend to deal with
issues of notice or hearing requirements.

Notice. Lack of statutory compliance was alleged in two recent cases
concerning proper notice. In a Michigan case the court of appeals held
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that the states fair disMissal act,- which requires that -a nontenured
teacher receive notice of unsatisfactory service at least 60 days- prior to
nonrenewal, does not apply to the nonrenewal of a nontenured teacher
based solely on economic grounds.97 Even where statutory tiontenaWal
proceduretare applitable; notice requirements in some cases may not be
strictly enforced in favor of suspended teachers. For example, in in
Arkansas case; where the board of education ateidentally sent a MO-
O-Ointment letter to a guidance counselor on the RIF list becatik of a
computer programming error; the Eighth Circuit Cotirt of Appeals
Upheld the district court's finding of "substantial tompliante" With the
Statutory requirement of written notice within 10 days Of the tibia Of the
school term. The court found such compliance because of two Meetings
and a letter within the required time period in which_ administrative per-
sonnel explained the mix-up and offered the guidance_ counselor a
teaching position-.99 Because the counselor declined- the teaching -contract
and signed and returned the counseling contract before the end of the
school term; the plaintiff was left without any position as a result of the
Court's decision;

Hearing The legitimacy of postsuspension hearings and mass hear-
ings under Pennsylvania statute was recently tested at the intermediate
appellate court level. In the postsuspension hearingcase, the court found
that both the tenured and nontenured employeea had an enforceable ex-
pectation of continued employment, i.c., a property right under state
law; entitling them to due process protection. Turning to the question of
what process is due, the court analyzed the respective interests; alluded
to the nonstigmatiting effect of impersonal reasons; and ruled as follows:
'On balance, we conclude that a postsuspension hearing comports with
due process by providing a reasonable accommodation of the competing
interests:10 In the other case the court upheld the legality of a mass
hearing for 242 tenured employees demoted because of Philadelphia's
budget crisis and refused to interpret the demotion statute strictly since
the board provided the teachers with the opportunity for an individual
postsuspension hearing.r

Another Pennsylvania case held that the exdusion of certain expert
testimony at a suspended teacher's hearing constituted harmless error
since it was merely cumulative to other testimony concerning whether
budget cuts could be accomplished in a different way.91 Other state
courts have upheld RIF hearings against challenges to school boards' itri=
partiality.92 A California court :Imilarly sustained the hearing pro=
tedilies of a local school board with regard to challenges based on
Statutory requirements for an open meeting and for reading the
transcript and seemed to look to substantial; rather than technical, torn=
pliance by the board.93



A Statement of specific reasons is a related due proms safeguard re-
quired in some circumstances. Although courts have generally found a
requirement to state and support the reasons for undertaking RIF,"
they have not tended to infer a requirement that !wards articulatt the
reasons for selecting one teacher over another in implementing RIF. For
exiMple, the North Dakota Supreme Court refused to interpret that
state's statutory requirement that school boards give "maximum con-
sideration to basic fairness and decency' as requiring them to state the
reasons for selecting one teacher over another in responding to financial
difficulty." Faced with a more explicit statutory scheme, California's in-
termediate appellate court held that a failure to give a written statement
concerning the order of termination did not expand the legal rights and
interests of suspended employeet."

In one of the few recently reported decisions that produced at least a
partial victory on due process groundi for an RIF plaintiff, the Min-
nesota Supreme Court interpreted the statutory requirement for specific
findings of fact and supporting evidence of reirioni for RIF to preclude
the board from introducing at a belated hearing evidence that occurred
after the statutory deadline."

Recall Rights

Due to ample coverage elsewhere," only a sampling of recent cases
relating to the recall of teachers subject to RIF will be treated in this sec-
tion. Litigation in this area generally stems from suspeirsion-type, rather
than dismissal-type, RIF statutes. As summarized in Table 1, some
statutes specify a preference or priority status for suspended teachers. A
larger number specify that recall follows inverse order of seniority
among qualified teachers when a vacancy arises. Interpretation of such
statutory provisions accounts for the bulk of litigation concerning recall
rights. Two recent decisions by the Minnesota Supreme Court are il-
lustrative. In one case a suspended teacher argued that the requirement
in the RIF statute for cities of the first class (e.g., Minneapolis) that
teachers subject to RIF be given "first consideration" for vacant positions
for which they are qualified should be interpreted as requiring recall in
inverse seniority order. The teacher pointed out that the standard for
layoffs in the same statute was inverse seniority and so was the standard
for recall in the statute for cities not of first-class size. The Minnesota
Supreme Court disagreed, accepting instead the school district's inter-
pretation that "the statute requires it simply to evaluate a more senior
teacher before considering other applicants but that the district retains
discretion, when filling a special position, to reject a more senior teacher
in favor of one who has the special qualifications required for that posi-
tion."99 In the other Minnesota case, the court held that a full-time
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teachei who had been suspended and then accepted a part-time position
in the district remains on statutory recall status to the extent of the re-
mainder of the full-time position.m Here, tho_teacher had accepted a
three-fifths position in one of his areas of certification, physical educa-
tion. Under Minnesota's statute for cities not of first-class size, the state
supreme court held; upon rehearing, that he was entitled to reinstate-
ment to a two-fifths opening in a girls' physical education position over a
less experienced teacher, who was female and new to the district. As a
comparison to analogous release rights cases reveals,m recall rights deci-
sions are roughly but not exactly parallel.

Conclusions

With appropriate cautions for jurisdictional Variations, certain
generislizations seem to emerge concerning legal aspects of RIF:

I. RIF is primarily a matter of state statutes, thus the specific
legiilitive provision should not be neglected in ascertaining legal
developments nationally;

2. Statutory RIF reasons vary within a predictable pattern, ranging
from enrollment decline to a catchall "good cause" category._

3. Where an RIF reason is statutorily specified, it Should be strictly
followed and factually suppolted.

4; Courts tend to defer to the evidence and decisions of local school
boards unless the plaintiff-teacher can show the proferred reason to be a
subterfuge for an impermissible basis (e.g., race discrimination or union
activity);

5. A minority of statutes specify criteria with respect to the order for
RIF. Where such criteria are specified, seniority and tenure status
predominate; merit is given a relatively limited role.

6. Where statutes are silent or ambiguous about the order of release,
courts tend liberally to read in an inverse seniority standard, to be more
restrictive about inferring a tenure priority, and to allow but not
generally require other criteria, such as merit.

7. Bumping rights provided by these criteria are limited by the
court-construed contours of legal qualification, realignment duty, and
affirmative action. Legal qualification generally is interpreted to mean
certification; realignment duty is typically limited; and affirmative ac-
tion tends to take priority over traditional RIF criteria.

8. Courts have tended not to interpret statutory and constitutional
procedural due process protections expansively in relation to RIF plain-
tiffs.

9. Recall rights are legislated and litigated less than release rights,
with roughly :.though not exactly parallel results.
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